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Best laid plans

New look for Crespo

Rob Amar, managing
director, writes:

Crespo, the UK’s best-selling brand of olives and capers1, has had a
makeover!
Independent consumer research2, conducted by Crespo in November
2017, showed that shoppers want to have a more emotional connection
with brands - and olives are no exception. The research revealed that
shoppers find the olives fixture dull and uninspiring, and they spend very
little time browsing the shelves. Now Crespo is aiming to shake up the
fixture with an eye-catching packaging and refreshing and foodie-inspired
marketing support.
Incorporating a cleaner, fresher version of Crespo’s iconic diamondshaped logo, new packs feature strong Mediterranean cues including an
image of a sunshine-kissed olive grove. The redesign is being rolled out
across Crespo’s comprehensive offering of jars and Les Olives du Marché
pouched snacking range from July. The new branding gives much-needed
vibrancy and excitement at the point of purchase where shoppers often
make their decision as to which products to buy.

Let me paint a picture. Your marketing
team spends hundreds of hours creating
brand plans. Your sales team spends similar
time and effort agreeing account plans.
You prepare a detailed budget full of wellcalculated assumptions. And then you sit back
and hope the sun shines!
A friend of mine who works for a well-known
beer company concurred this is pretty much
how every summer plays out. Planning is of
course important, but success is driven in
large part by that great unknown – the British
weather.
RH Amar is not in beer, or ice cream (much
to the disappointment of some colleagues!),
but we do have a bias in our portfolio towards
summer eating with dressings, olives, antipasti
and the like. So we too have a keen eye on the
weather map, and do a little finger-crossing
and the odd sun dance. It’s the kind of high
pressure we like.
One thing we can do to reduce reliance on the
unknown and the uncontrollable (other than
setting up in UAE) is to reduce the seasonal
bias in our portfolio, and we have done that to
an extent with some ranges likes biscuits and
goose fat.
(continued on P2)

The brand refresh will be backed by a comprehensive round of marketing
support, including extensive sampling, social and digital recipe inspiration
and competitions. There will also be online and print advertising, and
editorial partnerships with leading foodie media.
The research also reinforced how sharing and snacking, in addition to
cooking, are two key opportunities. As a result, two new 150g sharing
pouches will be joining the Crespo line-up - Dry Black Olives with Herbs,
one of Crespo’s best sellers in the current 70g range, and Tomato, Cumin &
Parsley Green Olives - an exciting new flavour (RRP: £1.99).
1

IRI 52 w/e 26.05.18
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Stepping Stones independent qualitative consumer study, November 2017
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Best laid
plans
The other thing we do is to
broaden the versatility of some
products by promoting different
usages for different seasons –
for example, Mary Berry’s Salad
Dressing works brilliantly with
oven-baked fish, and Kikkoman
Teriyaki is a great BBQ marinade.
I’m not advocating no planning
– far from it. But no sooner
are your plans written than
things will change. And if it’s
not the weather, it may be
customer consolidation, or a new
competitor, or a crop failure.
Planning should be thorough,
but not exhaustive – and the key
thing is that organisations are
agile to adapt their plans quickly
and decisively as they encounter
change.

Kikkoman adds zesty
Ponzu Citrus Seasoned
Soy Sauce
Ponzu is one of Japan’s most popular condiments
and is traditionally used with meat and fish dishes. By
blending Kikkoman naturally brewed soy sauce and
aromatic lemon, the result is a lovely balanced sweet,
sour and salty flavour. It is suitable for vegetarians and
vegans and is fat-free.
To bring a vibrant freshness to one’s favourite oriental
dishes or everyday meals, it is simply a matter of
pouring the sauce straight from the bottle.
The Ponzu Citrus Seasoned Soy Sauce is a versatile
sauce and can be used in the following ways:
• a salad vinaigrette when shaken with oil
• a dipping sauce for tempura, dumplings and spring
rolls
• a replacement for salt, vinegar and lemon on
battered fish and chips
• a topping for grilled fish, scallops or prawns when
mixed with softened butter
• a marinade for fish, meat and vegetables
• it can be drizzled over cooked greens and broccoli
• a seasoning for a fish pie filling
The RRP is £2.79

Team Brady
We had hoped to enter a Team
Amar in this year’s London to
Brighton bike ride in aid of charity,
but due to a struggle to get enough
willing volunteers in time to meet
the entrance deadline, we had to
cancel entering an official team.
However, Tim Brady’s son, Bertie,
a keen cyclist, was so disappointed
by this news that Tim decided that
he and Bertie, together with Bertie’s
brother, Freddie, would do the
ride anyway. So Team Amar were
represented (unofficially) after all!

Mutti’s famous Polpa
goes from strength to
strength
Since winning the
prestigious Great Taste
Award in 2016, sales
of Mutti’s Polpa Finely
Chopped Tomatoes
have grown by over
433%1 as the news
spreads to both
consumers and trade.
To cater for the
increase in popularity,
RH Amar now stocks
this product in a larger
5kg pouch format as
well as a handy 210g
tin. These join the
existing 400g, 800g and
2.5kg tins.
12 month MAT, June 2018
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Ella’s Kitchen introduces Oddpops
Oddpops is the latest product innovation from the makers of Ella’s Kitchen, the UK
leader in Babyfood - this time aimed at older children from the age of four upwards.
Snacking is a key category for retailers and the new Oddpops range will allow them
to expand their offering across all age ranges and provide shoppers and parents
alike with a healthier snack option.
The triangular shaped alternative crisps are “popped” rather than fried and are low in
saturated fats – much lower than many other leading children’s crisp brands. Made
with wheat and potato, they are suitable for vegetarians, with only natural flavours
used and no artificial colours or preservatives. Each 15g bag has a maximum of
60 calories, much lower than most fried and baked
alternatives. Not only do they taste delicious, but
10% of the profits from OddPops will be donated
to good causes to help children develop a happy,
healthy relationship with food.
Oddpops, whilst it is fun and engaging for children,
also provides parents with a healthier crisp option
through the day and retailers with peace of mind.
RH Amar brand manager Emma Fox said: “We are really excited to bring this brand
to market with many of our customers placing health and welfare at the core of their
business”.
Two varieties are available to order now from RH Amar: Totally Original and Moon
Cheese. Both flavours are sold in 20 x 15g bags at an RRP of £1. Please contact your
account manager now for introductory offers, promotions and advertising.

Nando’s increases
the heat

Mutti Ketchup
joins the range

Nando’s PERinaise is the No.1
performing Nando’s SKU1 in the
market and the fastest growing
condiment in the chilli sauces
category1. RH Amar has just
added the Hot PERInaise to its
Nando’s product range, to sit
alongside the Mild PERinaise
that is already in stock.

Tomato Ketchup is the latest addition to
the Mutti range of tomato products. This
addition to Italy’s No.1 tomato brand
is made with 100% Italian tomatoes,
and uses 220g of tomatoes per 100g
of ketchup – nearly 50% more than the
market-leading brand, and 10-20% more
than other premium brands in the UK
market. The high tomato content delivers
a rich flavour with natural sweetness, and
a nice thick texture.

The Hot PERinaise combines
the creaminess of mayonnaise
with the spiciness of PERi-PERi
to provide the taste of fiery
perfection!
Source: IRI 13 weeks, w/e 31st March 2018.

1

Mutti Tomato Ketchup comes in an
elegant 340g glass bottle, giving it great
table appeal for homes and foodservice
front-of-house. The RSP is £2.00.

Introducing Prewett’s Minis
Prewett’s, the gluten-free biscuit specialist, has launched two new products: Minis
Chunky Choc Chip Cookies, which are packed full of flavoursome milk chocolate
chips, and Minis Cheese Biscuits, which are loaded with cheese flavour.
Available as five mini bags in a larger 140g bag, with an RRP of £2.69, these
delicious bite-sized cookies are ideal as a lunchbox snack or an “on-the-go” treat.
(See also Prewett’s wins awards Page 6)
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Mary Berry’s closes
in on No.1 spot
Already the No.1 premium salad
dressing in the market, Mary Berry’s
has grown to become the No.2 brand
across all salad dressings in a leading
retailer1. Contributing to this success
is the brand’s strong loyal customer
base and a 12.5% increase of new
shoppers year-on-year1.
This is an impressive result, with
value growth of 8.9% year-on-year
and 95% of this growth coming
from new consumers1, helped by
the significant annual six figure
investment in ATL and BTL support
We are now closing in on achieving
our objective of making Mary Berry’s
the No.1 brand in dressings.

Cooks&Co
accredited by the
Vegetarian Society
More than 60 products from our Cooks&Co range
have now received accreditation by the Vegetarian and
Vegan Society.
Logos are being added to the labels of all accredited
products. These are an easily-recognised visual
marker and will act as a simple way of offering
reassurance to consumers.
The full list of accredited products can be found
on The Vegetarian Society Approved section of
its website at www.vegsocapproved.com/home/
approved.

Source: Retailer Loyalty Card Data w.e 04.06.18
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Whatever happened to
collective responsibility?
Henry Amar, chairman, writes:
This article is being written on the day after the Prime Minister
convened a Cabinet meeting at Chequers to define the position
Britain will put to the European Union as regards Brexit. The
precise terms of the proposal are not yet clear, nor is the
response that will come from British parliamentarians and
the European Union itself. However, one important outcome
of the Chequers meeting appears to be the Prime Minister’s
insistence on collective responsibility from her Cabinet – and
about time too!
The outcome of the June 2016 referendum was a decision, by a very small majority,
in favour of Brexit. The closeness of the vote inevitably meant that Brexit would be a
divisive issue in the country at large and among politicians. There were bound to be
differences of opinion within the Cabinet, but surely we were entitled to expect the
debate to remain within the Cabinet room, and not to spill out into the public domain.
Sadly, for the past two years, the concept of collective responsibility among
ministers appears to have gone completely out of the window. We have witnessed a
constant stream of subversive media briefings, leaks and personal abuse on a scale
never seen before. What we have witnessed in the political sphere only serves to
remind us of the importance of collective responsibility in the board room.
At RH Amar, our monthly board meetings frequently involve lively debate. In these
turbulent times for our industry, when competition is as intense as it has ever been,
it is not surprising that there are differences of opinion among colleagues – indeed
it would be rather worrying were this not the case. As directors we know we cannot
always have our way on every issue. However, once decisions are reached, they are
collective decisions, and as chairman of the board I am entirely confident that no
director will ever show dissent outside the board room. It is extremely important that
our Prime Minister should enjoy the same confidence in her ministers.

A great
audit
result!
In July, we were audited with a
view to renewing our Organic
Certification by the Soil
Association for 2018/2019.
The result was excellent with
only one minor correction
to be made. Markus Endt,
senior technical manager,
reported that the auditor was
very complimentary regarding
the company’s document
system and the amount of
detail recorded in all the
records that were checked.
The auditor also commented
on how friendly and helpful
the warehouse team were.
Congratulations to the
warehouse and technical
teams!
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Gold Pineapple passes the test
New-to-market Del Monte® Pineapple Gold Chunks in Juice has enjoyed a
tremendous result during a recent Cambridge Market Research analysis of the
product. The new pineapple variety scored 47/50, comfortably surpassing the
average canned fruit category score of 39.
The product ranked particularly highly for both taste and texture, with purchase
intent rising from 69% pre-trial to 81% post-trial. The impressive findings
appeared in The Grocer’s Acid Test feature.
The MD-2 pineapple variety, which is also available in Slices in Juice, has a
much sweeter taste than the traditional Smooth Cayenne pineapple, despite
having no added sugar. The flesh has a deep golden colour and boasts four
times the amount of vitamin C.
In June, Del Monte® strengthened its position as the UK’s No.1 canned fruit
brand, increasing market share of the £102m canned fruit category to 24.3%.1
Source: Nielsen Scantrack – 52 weeks ending 16.06.18

1

Certo and
strawberries – a
perfect match
Retailers across the country are selling super-sized,
reduced-price punnets of strawberries. Farmers say
the unusually cold spring meant the fruit took longer to
ripen, resulting in the strawberries being bigger, sweeter
and juicier than usual. Not only are the strawberries
more delicious, the recent hot weather has caused the
fruit to ripen all at once, making for a giant crop.
Consumers are taking advantage of this bumper crop
by making strawberry jam to preserve the taste of this
spectacular summer. Strawberries are naturally low in
pectin, which is why Certo is the pectin of choice for so
many. Certo is the only liquid pectin on the market and
helps jam makers achieve great results every time for
minimal effort. Certo helps achieve
a consistent set and requires less
boiling, resulting in a jam that
retains maximum flavour and colour.

Cooks&Co
Christmas deals
It may be the middle of summer and Christmas may
seem a long way away, but it is never too early to
start planning for the festive season. The Cooks&Co
Christmas Deals flyer is now available offering
attractive prices on key lines. Contact your account
manager for more details.
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OUR TANTALISING RANGE
THIS CHRISTMAS FOR A
SEASONAL COOKING ADVENTURE

Wishing you a very Happy New Year!
www.cooksandco.co.uk

A4 Christmas Advert.indd 1
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Prewett’s
wins awards
Prewett’s, the gluten free biscuit
specialist, scooped both a bronze
and a silver Free From Food Award in
recognition of the innovation behind the
delicious products.
The Free From Food Awards are the UK’s only
industry awards exclusively for free-from food, with
the aim of encouraging innovation and celebrating
excellence in the free-from food industry.
Prewett’s Mini Cheese Biscuits won a bronze award
in the Savoury Snacks category with comments on
their great taste and convenience as a lunchbox
treat or “on-the-go” snack.
Prewett’s Gorgeously Gluten Free Quadruple
Chocolate Cookies scooped a silver award in the
Food for Export category, as a result of the excellent
sales performance of these delicious cookies in the
Spanish and Portuguese markets.
David Wood, business improvement director for
Northumbrian Fine Foods, which owns the Prewett’s
brand, said: “We are thrilled with our bronze
and silver awards - a fantastic achievement and
testimony to the hard work of the whole Prewett’s
team.”

Welcome back, Phil!
After working as a
brand manager for
RH Amar from 2012
to 2014, Phil Marx
left the company
to join Landmark
Wholesale. There he
led the marketing
team, creating plans
to grow promotional and own brand volume
and supporting the members and trading
team. Having left that business in August
2017, he then worked as a consultant for an
agency and a gluten-free food manufacturer.
On learning that RH Amar was looking for
an additional brand manager, Phil says: “RH
Amar is a great place to work and the decision
to return was an easy one”.
Among the brands for which Phil will be
responsible are Del Monte, All About Food,
Meica, Polenghi Las, and Taylor & Colledge.

Celebrating
anniversaries!
At RH Amar’s summer party in June, Rob
Amar congratulated the following people
on reaching a length of service milestone:
5 years:

Karen Jones, Steve Croft,
Marcus Blowers, James Amar

10 years:

Agnieszka Ruszkowska, Lesley
Parker

15 years:

Lesley Robertson, Robin
Huckle, John Lilleystone,
Samantha Higgins

18th May 2018 – and Henry
Whilst everyone present was generous
reaches another landmark
with their applause, there was one voice
birthday!
of protest. Henry Amar called out: “What
about my 58 years?” Rob quietly reminded
him that he would have to work another two years before he could be
honoured in this way, anniversaries being celebrated at 5 and 10-year
intervals. No one is in any doubt that Henry intends to reach his three
score years in the business!
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Mary Berry’s neck collars
New “Try Me” neck collars have been created
and applied to bottles of Mary Berry’s Mango,
Lime and Chilli Dressing. These collars offer
exciting recipe inspiration to help highlight the
versatility of the product and show how it can
be more than just a salad dressing.
Consumers will also be directed to the
Mary Berry’s Foods social media pages for
further recipe ideas, including how to use the
dressing to make desserts, such as Mango
Eton Mess. The dressing can also be whipped
into some cream to create a Mango, White
Chocolate and Chilli Mousse.
The neck collars will be visible in store in the
coming weeks.

Mary Berry’s Home of Good Taste Tour is
underway
The successful Home of Good Taste Tour is now in its third year and began in
June with a successful few days at the BBC Good Food Show in Birmingham.
During the four-day event, customers had the opportunity to sample and
buy the dressings and chutneys from the range and to hear how versatile the
products can be.
Sales at the event were up on last year showing that the brand is as popular
as ever.
The Home of Good Taste Tour continues with Car Fest in Hampshire from
24th to 26th August.

Our hero brands Crespo
When our founder, Raoul Amar, worked in France in the 1930s, he had an
employee called Roger Paul. This gentleman, after World War II, went to
Algeria (then a French colony) to work for the producers of Crespo Olives.
In 1955, brothers Antoine and Henri Crespo wanted to appoint a distributor in
Great Britain, and Roger Paul, remembering his former boss, said: “I know just
the man”. Thus began a relationship which has grown and prospered over 63
years.
When Algeria gained independence from France, the Crespo family was
forced to leave the country and set up factories in Marrakech and Seville.
These factories today are run by the sons of Antoine and Henri.
Crespo has for many years been the leading brand of ambient olives in Britain.
Prized in all sectors of the trade for their outstanding flavour and low salt
content, the olives are available in many formats, including jars, tins, pouches,
tubs and polybags.
As consumption of olives in Britain continues to grow, attractive re-designed
labels are being introduced by RH Amar in 2018 to give the
brand a contemporary feel, and to maintain its pre-eminent
position in the British market.
(See New look for Crespo Page 1)
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Happy Birthday Buiteman!
2018 is a special year for Buiteman,
our Dutch savoury biscuit brand, as it
celebrates the 60th anniversary of its
family bakery business.
J.Q. Buiteman started his first bakery in
the village of Arkel in the Netherlands in
1958 and today the bakery is managed
by the second generation of the family:
his daughter Henriëtte Buiteman and her
husband Simon Klootwijk. From humble
beginnings, selling within the local area,
Buiteman is now a thriving business selling great-tasting
savoury biscuits around
the world.
The success of its
products is the result of the combination of high quality raw materials, family recipes and
traditional preparation methods combined with today’s modern techniques. Using speciality
cheeses sourced from around the world Buiteman has created a large range of savoury
bites and twists to please all tastes.
The one biscuit it all started with 60 years ago is the Gouda Crumble - a crispy mouthful bite
with a full-bodied flavour of matured Dutch Gouda. Now, as part of Buiteman’s traditional
Delftstyle range, a new 180g sharing box has been introduced for these biscuits (RRP
£3.99). Packed in a stylish blue box, these are perfect for the Christmas season and make
an excellent gift year-round.

Supporting
our charities

in 30 degrees heat, with eight separate hill climbs, and a
total climb height of 4000ft. It took us four hours and 40
minutes, and we all felt it by the end!”

In early May, an RH Amar team took part
in the annual Tough Mudder event. £545
was raised for Help for Heroes. Despite
the rigours of the 12-mile course of
mud and obstacles, Jessica Bartkowiak
emerges smiling!
On 30th June,
Modestas Rupkus,
Tim Brady and his
two sons, Freddie
and Bertie, Mariusz
Moszczynski,
Garry Page,
Steve Croft and
his son, Andrew,
took part in the “Hellfire” 50-mile bike ride in aid of the
Samaritans Charity. Steve Croft says: “The ride was brutal

RH Amar provides funds to Booker Hill Primary School to
enable them to take the Year 6 children to Kew Gardens
each summer. Rather than opting for a guided tour,
teacher Karen White prefers to let the children decide in
advance which parts of the gardens they wish to visit.
This included the Palm House where they were able to
identify those plants and trees which generate products
with which they were familiar, for example, rubber, coffee,
cocoa, and ginger. Even the “fun” elements of the day
proved educational:
when querying why the
tree-top walkway was
swaying, Miss White
delivered a lecture on
structural engineering
to demonstrate the
necessity of a non-rigid
structure!

We hope you enjoy reading our quarterly Fine Food News publication. If you wish to stop receiving future editions,
please email Karan Brown at kbrown@rhamar.com, or write to: Fine Food News, RH Amar, Turnpike Way, High
Wycombe, Bucks, HP12 3TF.

Turnpike Way, High Wycombe, Bucks, HP12 3TF, UK
Tel: +44 (0) 1494 530200 Fax: +44 (0) 1494 472076
Email: info@rhamar.com Website: www.rhamar.com
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